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SUPPORT FOR LIBYAN ARMY

Empire air squadrons in the -Western Desert operated throughout Tuesday in

close support of the Imperial land forces at Bir Hakeim, where the enemy had

launched another attack. Again and again they bombed the enemy concentrations and

raked them with cannon and machine-gun fire. Enemy gun positions were specially

sought out and blasted. The pilots then went in at aero-height, despite heavy flak

thrown up at them, to shoot up gun crews and troops at point-blank range. Fighting
vehicles and supply transport were also attacked.

So successful was one squadron of Kittyhawk fighters, a squadron already
famous for its work in the kiddle East, that a congratulatory message was received

from the Army after an attack on enemy batteries.

In the course of one raid, fighter-bombers sighted a large column of Italian

transport, which they bombed and machine-gunned, On another operation, they played
havoc with a concentration of over three hundred enemy motor transport vehicles,
while, on the Rotunda-Karmat road supply columns were strafed and fires were seen to

break out, A strong force of fighters which went out to intercept a Stuka raid

in the Bir Hakeim region engaged a force of Me. 109S. In the short, sharp encounter

two Messerschmitts were destroyed.

Enemy air activity was on an increased scale, and this was only one of several

battles which took place. In all, the enemy lost four Messerschmitts, while others

were probably destroyed, 1

Boston day bombers, flown by members of the South African Air Force, also

received a signal of thanks from the Army for a particularly effective piece of work#

In one bombing raid they checked and halted a German tank and artillery attack on our

positions north of Bir Hakeim, Fighter pilots of the South African Air Force

escorted the Bostons, making the operation an all-Springbok show. When the Bostons

arrived at the position, the German tanks in the van of the attack had already begun
to move. To the rear were their supply'columns and artillery, which had opened up

a heavy barrage to cover the advance of the tanks.

”There was not so much dust over the battlefield as usual," said Major

J,A. Williams, of Johannesburg, who led the formation, "But the artillery shelling
was fierce and kicked up plenty of smoke. The sky beneath us was full of little

white -puffs of exploding shells. The opposing land forces were less than two miles

apart, only half-a-minute's flying,"

The Bostons made their run over the target and saw all their bombs land among

the artillery and supply vehicles. Some hours afterwards, however, they received

the Army’s thanks and obtained more data as to the extent of the damage caused. The

message told them that their bombs had started many fires among the enemy supply
columns and artillery.

But the greatest tribute was the information that the Genian attack, which

was just about to start as the bombers arrived over the target, was not proceeded
with. So many bombs and shells have scorched the desert around Bir Hakeim, and

so many oil-fed fires have been started among enemy transport there, that, to quote

a fighter pilot who was there several times on Tuesday, "The pale yellow desert <

is black and a mass of holes, littered with burnt-out lorries and fighting vehicles.

One can find the Bir Hakeim battle-front by simply flying roughly in its direction

and then"looking for a great blackened area on the desert sands,"


